
Hometown 40K Warhammer 40,000
Tournament

July 9-10 2022

Event Information

Hometown 40K is a 5 round, 9th Edition Warhammer 40,000 ITC tournament

being held in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, the weekend of July 9-10 2022.

The event will be run at the Laurier Community League (14405 85 Ave NW,

Edmonton, AB T5R 3Z3, see map below). Stephen Lind and Tom Carter are

the Head Tournament organiser’s and can be contacted at

stephen.r.lind@gmail.com and phesmic@gmail.com.

mailto:stephen.r.lind@gmail.com
mailto:phesmic@gmail.com


Tournament Format

Hometown 40K will be played using the matched play rules from the Warhammer

40,000 9th edition rulebook. In addition, any applicable balance dataslates, FAQ’s or

errata will also be used. Missions will be picked from Warzone: Nephilim Strike Force

missions.

If you wish to use Chess Clocks in your games, please click here for the ITC Chess

Clock rules. When using Chess Clocks, the ITC recommends requiring only one of the

players at the table to ask for a Chess Clock to be put into play for it to be used.

Schedule:

● Saturday

● Registration: 8:30 AM

● Game 1 (Mission 11): 9:15 AM - 12:15 PM
● Lunch: 12:15 PM - 1:00 PM
● Game 2 (Mission 12): 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
● Game 3 (Mission 13): 4:10 PM - 7:10 PM

● Sunday

● Game 4 (Mission 21): 9:30 AM - 12:30 PM
● Lunch: 12:30 PM - 1:15 PM
● Game 5 (Mission 31): 1:15 PM - 4:15 PM

*All times MST

Important Dates:

● June 24 11:59 pm: Last day for refunds

● June 25 11:59PM: New rules cut-off date.  Any rules released after this date will not

be allowed at the event

● July 4 11:59 pm: Deadline for model submission to be approved by judges

● July 6 11:59 pm: Deadline for army list submission
*All times MST

Army Composition Guidelines

Armies will be 2000 points and built according to the matched play rules. All

applicable balance slates will be in effect, along with any applicable FAQ’s.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByVzaY23LOX-dGUzQ3YxSG1xX3FTdy1VdXNHQXlEVkJJdEQw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByVzaY23LOX-dGUzQ3YxSG1xX3FTdy1VdXNHQXlEVkJJdEQw/view?usp=sharing


Faction Scoring

ITC faction rankings will be adjusted to fall in line with the faction categorization

system outlined in Warhammer 40,000 9th Edition. This chart shows the faction

scoring for the ITC.

Administration, Hobby & Prize-Support Policies

Tournament Judges

For this tournament your rules judges are Stephen Lind and Tom Carter. You are free

to ask for a judging call to adjudicate any dispute at the table. If you are playing on a

clock, the player who requested the ruling will have the clock put on their time while

the judge deliberates on the ruling. The judge is free to ask for any rules related to

the dispute, from either player. If a player does not have the rules in question

available for the judge to review, the call will go against them by default. Bring your

rules!

When you ask for a ruling, you can ask for a snap ruling or a binding ruling.

Snap Rulings: These will be made as quick as possible at the table in order to save

time. A snap ruling is not binding for the rest of the event, ie. if another table asks for

a snap ruling on the same dispute another judge may rule differently.

Binding Rulings: These rulings will be made by both judges and are binding for the

rest of the tournament. These rulings do take longer to reach, so consider your time

even if you are not playing on a clock.

This tournament will also be Actively judged. As such, judges are free to interject into

a game to correct a played rule or to correct a game state situation. All games played

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16p0r1w3IHR2xGrIGpWREMhs9Amnqzbti6TGG8-xiSyE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16p0r1w3IHR2xGrIGpWREMhs9Amnqzbti6TGG8-xiSyE/edit?usp=sharing


by undefeated players on day two will have a dedicated judge standing near those

tables, free to make calls as needed.

Modelling and Painting

In order for a player to be eligible for any prize support, all models in their army must

be Battle Ready. (Note that you can play with models that are not battle ready, but

you will not place for any prizing/trophies). Armies that are not completed to a Battle

Ready Standard will not receive the bonus 10 points during their games. As such, a

player who participates with an army that is not battle ready will have a maximum

score of 90 points for each of their games. Clear bases such as those found on

skimmer models do not have to be painted and/or based in order to count as

finished. If in doubt, email your TO for approval, but consistency and a finished look

are what we look for.

All models are expected to be WYSIWYG to a reasonable standard. Exceptions will be

made for themed units or armies. Note the following:

● Weapons may be counted as another type, provided the weapon being

counted as does not appear elsewhere in the army. For example, if a player

had harlequin skyweavers with haywire cannons and wanted to count them as

shuriken cannons that would be acceptable, provided no other haywire

cannons appear elsewhere in the army.

● Using a proxy for a model violates our policy.

● Using a reasonable substitute to “Counts As” another model, does not violate

our policy. This rule exists to allow converted armies.

● If in doubt, send a picture of the model to your TO in advance to ask if it is

acceptable.

https://www.warhammer-community.com/2019/05/21/introducing-battle-readygw-homepage-post-1fw-homepage-post-1/


Best Painted

Paint judging is done by TO’s and staff. It will be a combination of a rubric and

subjective judging. You will receive a score out of 100.

Best Conversions

Best conversion judging is done by TO’s and staff. Each judge will rank their top three

best converted armies. From this top three pool a winner will be picked. Because

conversions are so subjective, a rubric will not be used and will be up to judge

discretion.

Renaissance Person

For Renaissance Person awards (a combination of mission score and painting), your

paint score is multiplied by 1.5 and then simply added to your battle points. So, if a

player accumulated 84, 43, and 76 mission points in a 3 round tournament, and

scored a 68 on their paint score, their total Renaissance Person score would be: 305.

(68*1.5)+84+43+76=305) The player with the highest Renaissance Person score wins

this award. This means over a 5 round tournament the maximum score is 650 points,

with paint worth a max of 150 (~23% of your score). If you receive a yellow card or

red card you are not eligible for renaissance.

Sportsmanship/Best Sport

Sportsmanship is handled with a Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down format. We default

games to a Thumbs Up from both players. We have also implemented the ITC Code of

Conduct, which you may read here. Judges may feel free to use the Code of Conduct

at their events, and the penalties imposed can apply to other ITC events.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RFhFICnwr15wK0pdUcUnp0uNRn_-jUdtZvHKPTTR4Yo/edit?usp=sharing


If your opponent was acting in an unsportsmanlike manner, which we define as being

verbally abusive, physically aggressive, was more than 15 minutes late for a round, or

knowingly cheated on a rule, you are free to give him or her a Thumbs Down on

sports. This rule does not exist to express displeasure in a game because you didn’t

like your opponent, your opponent’s army, or you had rules debates, etc.

A player that receives two or more Thumbs Down on Sportsmanship will be met with

administrative action up to and including ejection from the event with no refund of

the ticket cost.

Best Sport

At the end of Round 5 we will ask for a Best sport vote from each player. The winner

of best sport will be the player who received the most votes. Ties will be broken

based on the player with the most battle points.

Generalship Awards

There are a variety of Generalship awards as detailed below:

Best General

The player with the most wins, ties broken on battle points. Not eligible to win

faction specific awards.

Best Imperium

The Imperium player(excluding Adeptus Astartes) with the most wins, ties broken on

battle points.

Best Adeptus Astartes

The Adeptus Astartes player with the most wins, ties broken on battle points.

Best Chaos

The Chaos player with the most wins, ties broken on battle points.



Best Aeldari

The Aeldari player with the most wins, ties broken on battle points.

Best Xenos

The Necron, Tyranid, Genestealer Cults, Ork or Tau player with the most wins, ties

broken on battle points.

Terrain Guidelines:

ITC Player Optimised Terrain Rules Will Be Used

● Each table will have a terrain map on it. If you need clarification please ask for

a TO.

● Prior to each game, players will use a total of 10 minutes of time off of the

clock to settle pre-game actions and adjust terrain.

● Each piece of terrain will have a QR code on it. Scanning the QR code will

bring up the keywords of the terrain piece.

○ Note: some terrain pieces that are less than 5” in height will be using

the Obscuring keyword.

○ Note: some terrain pieces may have the Breachable keyword that do

not have removable tops. If this is the case, place models on the top of

the terrain as close to their actual position as possible and inform your

opponent which floor they are on.

● Terrain Placement Rules: terrain is divided as shown in the images below

along the centerline of the deployment map rolled.

○ The Defender chooses their table side and players separate the terrain

as shown in the images below. Note, this is a deviation from the normal

order of operations. Starting with the Defender, players alternate

placing 1 piece of terrain from their half of the terrain in their table half



at a time until all terrain has been placed.  All the terrain pieces must be

placed.

■ Note: If either player has a Fortification, they may place it on the

table for the purpose of measuring space during this step, but it

will be deployed following the normal rules.

○ Terrain must be at least 4” from a table edge or another piece of

terrain.

○ Terrain marked with an asterisk must be at least 6” from another piece

of terrain marked with an asterisk.

■ Note: In the instance one or more players has a model that has a

footprint more than 6” in diameter in their narrowest

measurement such as a Brass Scorpion, adjust terrain as needed

to allow them to be able to traverse the board. When placing

terrain, if it is found a model cannot fit through a 4 inch gap,

AND it cannot legally move up and over the terrain using it's full

movement, then move the terrain the minimum distance

necessary to allow the model to fit through. Note: Full

movement, means a model’s furthest movement tier without

advancing. Call a judge for assistance as needed.

○ In the instance one or more players has a Fortification, place them

during terrain setup treated as an additional terrain feature for the

owning player (meaning they may only be set up in their half of the

table) following normal rules for Fortification placement per the rule

book.

○ Layouts that have multiple cargo containers assigned to a player's half

of the terrain are permitted to stack the cargo containers on top of one

another or to use them to cover separate areas of the table following

placement guidelines above. Cargo containers cannot be placed

vertically and must have their longest sides parallel to the tabletop.



The Knight Joust

After game 3 finishes you can join us for a face off of the Super Heavies! We invite

you to bring a Lord of War model and compete in a free-for-all of the largest models

we own.

The rules!

● You are allowed 1 model with the Lord of War battlefield role, with no points

cap.

● There will be no warlord traits, relics, stratagems, or any rules not detailed on

the model’s datasheet.

● First turn will be given to the player with the lowest costed model, second to

the next lowest, etc

● So that all players may fully enjoy the carnage, all damage is counted in a

damage phase at the end of the game turn, instead of during the

shooting/combat phases.

● This free-for-all has diplomacy! Players may cooperate with one another if

they wish, but there can be only 1 winner. So, form alliances and backstab

accordingly!

● The game lasts until only 1 model remains!


